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Chapter 3
Sampling Designing,
Missingness Mechanisms and
Design Weighting





















Non-probability sampling cases

Desired to generalize afterwards to a target population that might incorrectly
determined, or it approximately such or hoped to be such or convinced to
outsiders that it is such.



Non-probability sampling cases

Opinion polls of market research institutes
are often based on CATI surveys. They have created strata or quota before calling, The
quota are based, for example, on the cross-classification of 2 genders, 5 age groups and 4
regions, altogether 2x5x4 = 40 quotas.





Self-selection
Most often very problematic but it can be tried. If a good survey has been
conducted at the same, it is possible to reduce the bias and to get more
respondents (and thus the precision will be improved). But this is not any
main use of self-selection that is to get quickly some results that can be very
biased.
Next page: The example in the leading Finnish Newspaper Helsingin Sanomat
in which Self-selection is used. First, a medical doctor told on her
unbusinesslike (bad) treatment as a patient and then the newspaper
motivated readers to tell about their experiences. It was of course that
negative experiences were expected to receive (63% mostly negative). This is
not any research study even though more than 6000 people replied on the
website. Note that a good research study about this topic is not easy either
from the point of view of sampling, nor of the questionnaire designing nor of
the data collection.
My rare experiences have been always positive.
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Snowball sampling and/or Respondent-driven Sampling (RDS)
In some cases maybe the only way to get some estimates, thus the frame
information is missing as often in the case of special groups.

Adaptive Sampling

Not much different from the RDS.
A recent application: Responsive design: when the first part of the fieldwork has shown
which groups do not seem to participate well, these groups have been tried to motivate
more effectively in the remaining fieldwork period.







What did you love or hate about your sampling or
survey data analysis course?
I'm looking for two things basically:
1) Syllabi for sampling or survey data analysis courses
you've taken or tought. Good and bad examples both
wanted.
2) If you've take a course on this, we'd love your frank
thoughts (again positive or negative) even if you can't
share the syllabus. Direct message is fine if you don't feel
comfortable commenting "out loud."
Colleague Stas Kolenikov and I are up to something.







Sampling question
A. Frame(s)
B. Stage
C. Phase
D. Stratification
E. Sample allocation into strata
F. Panel vs. cross-sectional study
G. Selection method
It leads to the inclusion probabilities when sample size is
decided.
H. Missingness anticipation or prediction



G. Selection method
It leads to the
inclusion
probabilities when
sample size is
decided.

How to select the study units - probability
equal to all (simple random selection (SRS),
equidistance, Bernoulli)
or
- probability varies  unequally typically by
size
= probability proportional to size (PPS)

This is just one task of the sampling design but often it is the only
recognized



H.
Missingness
anticipation
or
prediction

Trying to anticipate response and in-
eligibility rates and allocate a gross sample
so that the net sample is as optimum as
possible in order to get as accurate results
as possible.  The anticipation is good to do
by strata if possible, but for the whole
sample at minimum.

This last one is not metioned often at all even might be most influential









How this is done in practice?

- The frame is in an electronic form: An appropriate software
package is available with a random number generator.

- The frame is not in an electronic form but still random numbers:
- Create a list of the frame
- More or less manually technically
- Last birthday method
- Coordinates, GPS, Google map











This is maybe the most commonly used sampling weight











https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=Statistics%2
CComputer%2CMathematics&year_start=1700&year_end=200
0&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1%3B%2CSta
tistics%3B%2Cc0%3B.t1%3B%2CComputer%3B%2Cc0%3B.t1%3
B%2CMathematics%3B%2Cc0



The final inclusion probability of the multi-stage design is the product of
all single-stage inclusion probabilities.

This thus is in theory fairly simple but not in real life necessarily. The
reason is that one or more probabilities cannot be known for the sample
units with missingness. The missingness is not common in the second
stage if register or other information is available but in following stages it
is common since it is needed to contact such units to get the information
for the probability calculation. This thus means that this final inclusion
probability can be calculated for the respondents only. The below
example illustrates this problem with our test data.



Example 3.4 The weights of the 2012 PISA survey
The public PISA data is not similar as the respective ESS in all
respects even though all methodological information can be
found. The PISA survey instruction variables are complete for
most countries that is not the case for the ESS. This will be
discussed further in the analysis chapter 13. However, the
sampling weights can be used in both. The main sampling
weight of the ESS is analytical, thus their average in each
country is one but the PISA weights are ordinary ones. Their
sum thus is the target population of the country.






